Datacoral’s Data Infrastructure as a Service at Swing Education
Swing Education uses Datacoral to grow business, improving forecast accuracy and sales
productivity by 15%, while reducing data engineering costs by 90%.
“Datacoral has significantly reduced the time and effort it takes to obtain actionable information from multiple data feeds. With less
time spent on data management, our team can focus on growing our business and placing more substitutes in our nation’s public,
private, and charter schools.”
— Asha Visweswaran, Co-Founder and COO, Swing Education

PROFILE
INDUSTRY
Gig Economy, Educational Service Provider connecting substitute
teachers to teacher vacancies at schools
CHALLENGES
● Unable to obtain actionable information on substitute teacher
availability and placement statistics
● Substitute teachers and schools were unable to act quickly at each
step of the process
● Inability to streamline sales process in recruiting new schools
● Needed the ability to leverage data feeds from multiple sources
and simplify access to data and reports
● Wanted to integrate school data from the platform to streamline
the sales process

DATA SOURCES AND TOOLS
● Datomic - To analyze and track substitute teacher availability and
school usage data
● Zendesk - To support substitute teachers and schools (Customer
support)
● Salesforce.com - CRM
● Customer.io - Email communication
● FullStory – Website usage
BENEFITS
● Gained the ability to leverage data from multiple feeds without
having to create custom APIs
● Improved access to data and useable reports for all team
members
● Enabled more accurate demand forecasting and pipeline planning
● Enhanced service to schools and substitute teachers with
proactive action-based emails and event invites

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
COMPANY
Swing Education is focused on tackling the nation’s substitute
teacher shortage by matching top educators with flexible
teaching opportunities at local schools. Swing Education recruits,
screens, and supports thousands of substitute teachers each
year via its easy-to-use, web-based platform. With over 100,000
absences filled to date at more than 1,100 schools, Swing
Education is enabling our nation’s schools to improve the
educational experience for administrators, staff, and students.
“The way our business model works is that schools subscribe to
our service and pay us a fee if we’re able to fill a teaching
vacancy for them,” said Asha Visweswaran, Co-Founder and COO
of Swing Education. “This not only saves schools the
administrative time and effort of teacher placement, it improves
the educational experience for students and teachers alike. We
find we’re able to get a lot of substitute teacher leads right when
the school year starts, it slows down during the winter, and then
picks back up again in the spring. In order to adapt to seasonal
changes in workload and allow our company to grow, we need
the ability to gather and analyze data from multiple feeds.”
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CHALLENGE
“The demand for our teacher placement services is growing
rapidly,” explained Visweswaran. “But we didn’t have an easy
way to obtain the information we needed, including basic things
like the number of substitutes we were placing each week. We
also didn’t have a way to tease out more informed data for
advanced analytics.
“Without this information, it was difficult for our salespeople to
quantify the value our service provides to our customers, which
also effects our ability to forecast what schools will be added to
the service. This challenge cascaded into new distractions to our
engineering efforts when sales constantly asked for metrics, and
we’d much rather spend our engineering time developing new
features and other business improvements, rather than just
trying to access the data.”
SOLUTION
“We needed access to information that would help us evaluate
how we’re doing as a business, including what percentage of our
substitute teachers are placed in a given month and the ability to
identify any patterns with churn,” explained Visweswaran.

Datacoral’s Data Infrastructure as a Service at Swing Education
“All of those metrics would enable us to discover how fast we’re
growing and if we’re expanding in a healthy way. We also
needed access to data in an easily consumable format, making it
accessible to anyone on our team with a basic level of SQL
familiarity. And finally, we were looking for a solution with an
intuitive reporting layer that would enable us to generate
valuable insights and easily create reports. Datacoral has the
perfect solution for our needs.”

Datacoral’s experts helped Swing quickly deploy the end to end
solution in less than 2 weeks, translate its Datomic data and
bring in other data sources, including Zendesk and
Salesforce.com.

“The Datacoral deployment was very fast and easy,” noted
Visweswaran. “In just a few weeks, we started seeing
tremendous value from the data infrastructure as a service
solution. Datomic, being our application database, is still the
A Speedy Deployment
most critical data set for our analyses — it’s the primary one that
Datacoral provides a secure end-to-end data infrastructure,
drives a lot of our reporting — but the Salesforce.com data is
enabling data scientists to build data products at a fraction of the rapidly becoming more important for our company’s growth.
cost and time. Datacoral’s specialized building blocks can collect Datacoral is enabling us to easily access all of those data feeds
data from any source, organize that data in any query engine,
for more intelligent insights.”
and use that data for quickly gathering valuable insights.
CUSTOMER OUTCOME
Leveraging Salesforce.com Data to Reduce Sales Efforts and
Improve Forecasting
Datacoral provides a bi-directional data integration with
Salesforce.com. Data is not only pulled from Salesforce, but also
published back into Salesforce after complex aggregation and
transformation. “With bidirectional integration between
Datacoral and Salesforce, our sales team is able to forecast and
plan much more accurately, saving us hours of manual activity
to reconcile this data,” reported Visweswaran.. “As a result, we
have been able to reduce our sales team’s efforts by more than
15% with Datacoral in the center.”
Datomic, Zendesk & Salesforce→ Datacoral → Salesforce
Prior to implementing Datacoral, staffing issues were not
identified soon enough, occasionally causing delays in teacher
placements. After deploying Datacoral, Swing Education is now
able to use the Salesforce.com data to track the availability of
substitutes and school customers. “Being able to pull in Datomic
as well as our Salesforce.com data is helping us make progress
on forecasting and pipeline tracking,” said Visweswaran.

“The new insights are enabling us to make sure that both sides of
our business – our substitute teachers and our member schools
— are growing at the same pace and that we’re not running into
issues on either resource supply or school demand. We are also
able to catch any potential issues before they materialize and
impact our business.”

Enhancing Customer Outreach with Customer.io
“A critical feature of our platform is the ability to keep our subs
and schools up-to-date via important action-oriented emails in
every step of the process flow, all the way from hiring subs until
termination and feedback,” noted Visweswaran. “With Datacoral
in the center of this flow, these event-triggered emails sent from
Customer.io are seamlessly handled with zero intervention from
us. With Datacoral, this has become one worry-free flow for us.”
Datomic → Datacoral → Customer.io
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Gaining New Reporting Functionality
Datacoral helps Swing Education leverage data from multiple
feeds, including Datomic, Salesforce.com, and Zendesk.
“Datacoral has already built the connectors between Datomic
and all of our other data sources, eliminating the need for our
engineering team to build out custom pipelines or connectors,”
said Visweswaran. “It is saving us a lot of time and engineering
bandwidth. By using Datacoral, we were able to build our ELT
platform at just one-tenth of the cost and effort it took before –
and more importantly – it results in faster time-to-market for our
new customer solutions. When our first data engineer joined
many months later, he was able to deliver much higher value
services using Datacoral.”

“We really value all of the new functionality we’ve gained with
Datacoral,” Visweswaran added. “We weren’t doing any
dashboarding or reporting before we installed the solution. The
Datacoral reports on our current status have become a core part
of our weekly meetings, and the time-series information helps us
greatly in our analysis of hiring trends.”
Next Steps
“We are still just scratching the surface of our Datacoral
deployment,” admitted Visweswaran. “We would like to utilize
more data feeds like FullStory, a website interaction monitor, in
the near future and implement additional time-series reporting.
Datacoral has significantly reduced the time and effort it takes to
obtain actionable data from our multiple data feeds. With less
time spent on data management, our team can finally focus on
strategic issues — growing our business and placing more
substitutes in our nation’s public, private, and charter schools.

Datomic + Zendesk + Salesforce → Datacoral → Analytics

ABOUT DATACORAL
Datacoral offers an AWS-native, data infrastructure as a service that connects to over 75 systems, collects, organizes and
orchestrates data pipelines, and publishes to analytic and operational systems. It is born from the people who grew Yahoo!,
Facebook, Groupon, AWS Redshift, MuleSoft and Splunk from terabytes to petabytes. Datacoral’s customers include a new
generation of AI-powered startups including Greenhouse, Front, Cheetah and Jyve who are investing their savings from data
infrastructure into their data science activities. Based in San Francisco and an AWS Advanced Partner, Datacoral is a series A startup
backed by Social Capital and Madrona Venture Group.
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